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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a time division method to solve the congestion control problem for an
event-driven sensor network. In this method, a node adjusts time (therefore bandwidth) assigned to
each upstream node by employing a dynamic Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) approach.
The purpose is to efficiently use resources available to the system and avoid the situation in which a
node cannot send event information to the Base Station (BS) on time through the insufficiently allo-
cated bandwidth when it detects multiple events in a short time span. Experimental results show that
this method can effectively improve the throughputs of a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), shorten
its end-to-end delays and reduce its packet loss rates.
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1 Introduction

With the capability of sensing human activities and the environmental conditions, wireless sensor net-
works (WSNs), are now widely used in detecting environmental change or something changed. For ex-
ample, they can be utilized in a hospital to monitor patient’s health conditions [12] and determine his/her
treatment needs, in supermarkets for surveillance of products placement and preventing them from being
stolen [2] [11], and in our living environment for monitoring whether a particular region is on fire [2],
flooded [2] or having mudslide [2], etc. Because wireless sensing devices need to be adapted to their
surrounding landscape or embedded into hardware components or objects in order to avoid impacting
the environment or occupying too much space, their volume must be reduced as much as possible. Thus,
they are often equipped with power supply components of small volumes. If placed at locations without
any ordinary power supply, they need to be powered by small batteries with limited capacity. As a result,
a number of studies focus on how to effectively reduce energy consumption [3] [10], or how to improve
system performance and lifetime of WSNs [4] [20] [17]. In a wireless sensor network, when the sensor
node detects occurrence of an event, it will send packets to notify the Base Station (BS). Generally, all
the nodes of the network form a tree structure, in which the BS is the root node and all the end nodes
of a path from the BS are leaf nodes. When a node Z’s immediate upstream nodes UZ=UZ1,UZ2,. . .UZm

simultaneously send packets to Z, congestion and collision of packets may occur. Consequently some
packets will be dropped, meaning the relevant information will be lost. In some systems, those dropped
packets will be resent, often shortening lifetime of sensor nodes. In general, network congestion will
reduce network throughput, and increase packet transmission delay. Therefore, how to prevent packets
from collision and how to engage congestion control of network traffic have been a main research topic
in WSN studies [19] [16]. Currently, Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) [15] and Time Divi-
sion Multiple Access (TDMA) [8] [1] are two common technologies used to solve network congestion
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occurring on the transmission channel between UZi and Z, i=1, 2,...m. In our previous work [13] , we
employed the FDMA method to control flow congestion. In that study, the bandwidth BW of the path
between Z and its downstream nodes Di is allocated to those nodes UZ1,UZ2,. . .UZn, n ≤ m, which have
detected occurrence of events and are still transmitting packets. The amount of data sent to Z from each
upstream node UZi is fixed. Even if an upstream node UZi detects another event, it still transmits pack-
ets for the formerly detected event. Also, when traffic UZi sent to Z is less than before, the bandwidth
remains unchanged until the next bandwidth adjustment time period (BATP) starts. In other words, no
matter how many events have been detected by UZi and its upstream nodes, the available data transmis-
sion rate allocated to UZi in a BATP is a constant. Therefore, when a node detects h events, h > 1, during
a BATP, it may not be able to report them to BS in time with the constant transmission rate. When h
is larger, the situation is worse. To solve this problem, one can use a dynamical bandwidth allocation
scheme to dynamically adjust UZi’s bandwidth. In this scheme, when an upstream node UZi needs to send
hugely increased amount of data, Z can dynamically allocate a larger bandwidth to it, or reduce the band-
width when the traffic UZi sends to Z is decreased. This can greatly enhance bandwidth utilization and
reduce packet loss. On the other hand, TDMA methods have advantageous features, such as they can be
easily re-programmed to adapt data traffic [6] [8] [1], and only a single frequency for data transmission
channel is required, resulting in less susceptible to outside interference [7]. Therefore, in this paper we
propose a time division scheme, named TDMA-based Multi-path Congestion control System (TMCoS
for short) to solve the congestion control problem for an event-driven sensor network. In this system,
a node adjusts time (therefore bandwidth) assigned to each upstream node by using a dynamic TDMA
approach to efficiently utilize available resources of the system and avoid the situation in which a node
cannot send event information to the BS on time through the insufficiently allocated bandwidth when it
detects multiple events in a short time span. To avoid packet collision in the TMCoS, the time among
a node Z and its immediate upstream nodes, e.g., UZ1,UZ2,. . .UZm, must be synchronized. After allocat-
ing bandwidth/time to one of its upstream nodes, e.g., UZi, Z must notify UZi of the time pair where is
UZi’s transmission starting time and is the time duration in which UZi is allowed to transmit sensed data.
Therefore, by time synchronization, all upstream nodes can be managed to send packets to Z one by one,
thus preventing the case in which UZi starts sending packets to Z while Z is still receiving packets sent
by UZ j, i≡j. This can effectively avoid packet collision. This paper is organized as follows. Chapter
II describes the related work of this study. Chapter III introduces the proposed system. Experimental
results are presented and analyzed in Chapter IV. Chapter V concludes this paper and summarizes our
future studies.

2 Related Work

When nodes in a WSN simultaneously transmit packets to the same downstream node, congestion and
packet collisions may occur, resulting in packet loss. This will consume extra energy to retransmit the
lost packets [19]. So some proposed studies [16] [21] [5] to control packet transmission so as to avoid
the occurrence of congestion and collision. Some congestion control methods [9] have been presented to
extend lifetime of WSN systems. Patil et al. in [16] proposed a method called Priority-based Congestion
Control Protocol (PCCP), in which a node is given a priority level in accordance with its privilege.
When packet congestion occurs among nodes, nodes with higher priorities are allowed to send packets;
and the privilege or the priority level of each node is adjusted after each packet transfer to optimize the
congestion control. Zawodniok et al. in [21] proposed a predictive method for congestion control, which
dynamically records the amount of traffic for each node and predicts nodes that might be soon congested.
Hence, flow of these nodes will be divided and redirected to other nodes to relieve congestion. Farzaneh
et al. in [5] proposed a resource control protocol, in which based on conditions of paths of a node, packets
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are transmitted via paths with lower degree of congestion or more available resources. The condition of
a path is reevaluated for every data transfer to reduce congestion. Maggs et al. [14] proposed a time
synchronization method called Consensus Clock Synchronization (CCS), which synchronizes all nodes
or devices within a system via a virtual consensus clock as a consistent synchronization object, thereby
reducing clock errors among nodes caused by the geographical environment.

3 The Proposed Scheme

The proposed system consists of three phases: spanning tree generation, bandwidth/time allocation, and
bandwidth/time adjustment. In the first phase, the BS broadcasts a tree-establishment packet P to connect
all the nodes of a WSN into a single spanning tree, which is rooted at BS. All the outermost layer nodes
with no upstream nodes are leaf nodes. Other nodes are intermediate nodes. The BS is directly connected
to many nodes, which are called level-1 nodes and represented as S1

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where m is the total
number of level-1 nodes. Each level-1 node S1

i is again the root node of a sub-tree. Those immediate
upstream nodes of S1

i are called level-2 nodes of S1
i , denoted by S2

i j which is the jth upstream node of S1
i

, 1 ≤ j ≤ | S1
i | . In general, a level-j node’s immediate upstream nodes are called level-( j+1)th nodes,

1 ≤ j ≤ k-1, where k is the height of the spanning tree, defined as k = max(h(1), h(2),. . . h(s)) in which
s is the number of leaf nodes of the tree and h(i) is the path length of leaf node i from BS, 1 ≤ i ≤ s. In
other words, k is the number of link counts between BS and the farthest leaf node, e.g., f. In the second
phase, the BS allocates time period/bandwidth to each level-1 node S1

i ,1 ≤ i ≤ m. The bandwidth is
proportional to the total number of nodes inside the sub-tree rooted at S1

i . Then each level-1 node S1
i

allocates the bandwidth proportional to the total number of nodes in the sub-tree rooted at level-2 node,
i.e., | S2

i j | to | S2
i j | , 1 ≤ j ≤ ni, where ni is the number of immediate upstream nodes of S1

i . We will
define the allocated time period/bandwidth later. The third phase begins after the second phase in the
situation when a sensor node having detected an event of the system starts sending data packets to its
downstream node, and ends at the end of the life of the WSN. In this phase, whenever the data rate
of a node is changed, bandwidth allocation and time period adjustment for each node will be triggered
periodically.

3.1 Spanning tree generation phase

The phase begins when the system starts to work, and lasts until the spanning tree is generated under the
assumption that all nodes of the system are reachable from BS so that they can be connected together to
form a spanning tree and to send detected data to the BS along the links of the tree. The tree is generated
in the following manner

OP code=LREQ SourceID SenderID BWdefault Path

Figure 1: Format of an LREQ packet

OP code=LACK SenderID ReceverID

Figure 2: Format of an LACK packet.

First, BS broadcasts a Link Request (LREQ) packet. The format of this message, as shown in
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Figure 1, includes five fields: OP code, SourceID, SenderID, BWdefault, and Path, where OP code =
LREQ indicates that it is a Link Request packet, SourceID records the node which first issues the LREQ,
SenderID represents ID of the node that sends the packet, BWdefault is the network-card bandwidth of
the SenderID, and Path lists the nodes that the LREQ packet has gone through. Once the system is started,
when a node, e.g., Z, first receives an LREQ packet from node S, it will establish a connection between
it and S (and thus, SenderID = S). Afterwards, node Z replies S with a Link Acknowledgement (LACK)
packet, the format of which as shown in Figure 2 consists of three fields: OP code, SenderID, and Re-
ceverID, where OP code = LACK shows that it is a link acknowledgement packet, SenderID represents
ID of the sender (i.e., node Z), and ReceverID shows ID of the receiver (i.e., S). Z will subsequently
generate another LREQ packet, in which OP code = LREQ, SourceID=S, SenderID = Z, BWdefault =
bandwidth of the network card of Z, and Path = Z, and then broadcast this packet. Thereafter, if Z re-
ceives any other packet with OP code = LREQ and SourceID = S, it discards the packet regardless of its
sender. This procedure will be repeated until all nodes have at least received the LREQ packet once. In
a WSN, the link between any two adjacent nodes forms a part of the path to transmit detected data from
upstream nodes towards the BS. The time consumed in this phase can be calculated as k*(Ttr+Tpr+Tprt),
where k is the height of the spanning tree, Ttr(Trec) is the time required to send (receive) a packet and Tpr

is the time consumed for processing the received packet and prepare the transmitted packet.

Figure 3: A case of a spanning tree.

Figure 3 shows an example of a spanning tree. When a node, e.g., D, first receives a LREQ packet,
it establishes a relationship table, as shown in Table 1, in its memory to record the relationship between
itself and other neighbor nodes; for example, the downstream node (i.e., the node that sends a packet
with OP code = LREQ to D, namely the BS in Figure 3) and the downstream nodes (i.e., those nodes
that receive a packet with OP code = LREQ from D, i.e., nodes C and E). In Table 1, there are six fields.
NodeID represents the node’s ID, e.g., D, LinkNodeID includes IDs of those nodes directly connected
to node D (e.g., C and E), and the node itself, i.e., D, LinkType shows the relationship between the
node (e.g., C) and D (e.g., UP means C is an upstream node of D, DW indicates that the corresponding
node (e.g., BS) is a downstream node of D), Time SynTarget represents time synchronization objects of
LinkNodeID nodes (e.g., node C and E are time synchronized with D, and D is time synchronized with
the BS), Bandwth shows the current available link bandwidth between D and node LinkNodeID, and
Default Bandwth depicts that the maximum link bandwidth between D and node LinkNodeID (usually
the maximum bandwidth of the network card).
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NodeID LinkNodeID LinkType Time SynTarget Bandwth Default Bandwth
D C UP D default bandwidth default bandwidth
D E UP D default bandwidth default bandwidth
D BS DW BS default bandwidth default bandwidth
D D GN C default bandwidth

Table 1: Relationship Table of node D shows the relationship between itself and all its upstream and
downstream nodes

Assume a level-i node Zi has a total of m immediate upstream nodes, denoted by USN(Zi) = U i+1
Zi1 ,U i+1

Zi2
,...,U i+1

Zim at level-(i +1). Let set(Zi) = Zi ∪ USN(Zi) = Zi, U i+1
Zi1 , U i+1

Zi2 ,...,U i+1
Zim . For example, in Figure

3, Set(D) = D,C,E.

3.2 Bandwidth/time allocation phase

In the second phase, a node N in the spanning tree is assigned bandwidth/time by its downstream node
according to the number of nodes in the subtree rooted at N. In Set(Zi), if the bandwidth/time allocated
to an upstream node by Zi is not properly synchronized, the time point at which U i+1

Zi j finishes packet

transfer, denoted by T last
U i+1

Zi j

may not be equal to the time point at which U i+1
Zi( j+1) starts sending packets to

Zi, denoted by T start
U i+1

Zi j

, i.e.,T last
U i+1

Zi j

6= T start
U i+1

Zi+1 j

, but they should be equal. If the time T last
U i+1

Zi j

is later than the

time T start
U i+1

Zi( j+1)

, i.e., T last
U i+1

Zi j

> T start
U i+1

Zi( j+1)

, the packets sent by U i+1
Zi j may collide with the packets transmitted by

U i+1
Zi( j+1) . Under a TCP environment, both collided packets will be dropped and re-transmitted, resulting

in waste of bandwidth and delaying the arrival of these packets at BS. On the contrary, if the time T last
U i+1

Zi j

is earlier than the time T start
U i+1

Zi( j+1)

, i.e.,T last
U i+1

Zi j

< T start
U i+1

Zi( j+1)

, then U i+1
Zi j has already completed transmission,

but U i+1
Zi( j+1) is unable to seamlessly start sending packets in time, also causing the waste of bandwidth.

Likewise, the packets sent by U i+1
Zi( j+1) might possibly collide with those packets delivered by U i+1

Zi( j+2) .

3.2.1 Bandwidth/time allocation in a set

As described above, when the WSN system starts, the initial bandwidth allocation is in accordance with
the node number of a sub-tree rooted at a level-1 node, i.e., the more nodes a level-1 sub-tree has,
the wider bandwidth the sub-tree will be allocated under the assumption that the probabilities of event
detection for all nodes are equal, i.e., a uniform distribution. Assume the sub-tree rooted at level-1 node
U1

BS j has |U1
BS j | nodes, the bandwidth/time duration allocated to U1

BS j , denoted by D1
j , is:

D1
j =

|U1
BS j|

m
∑

h=1
|U1

BSh|
×D0

BS , 1 ≤ j ≤ m (1)

where m is the total number of level-1 nodes,
m
∑

h=1
|U1

BSh| represents the total number of nodes of the

spanning tree (excluding the BS since it does not sense the environment), and D0
BS is the default cycle

period set by the BS for bandwidth reallocation. In other words, in the next phase, i.e., the bandwidth/-
time adjustment phase, every D0

BS time unit, the BS reallocates bandwidth to each level-1 node U1
BS j , 1

≤ j ≤ m. After that, a level-1 node will allocate a part of the allocated bandwidth to one of its level-2
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nodes according to the number of nodes in the sub-tree rooted at this level-2 node. The general rule is
that for a level-i node Zi and Set(Zi) = Zi, U i+1

Zi1 , U i+1
Zi2 ,...,U i+1

ZinZi
, the time Di+1

Zi j allocated to U i+1
Zi j by Zi is:

Di +1Zi j =
|U i+1

Zi j
|

1+
nzi

∑
h=1
|U i+1

Zih
|
×Di

Zi , (2)

D
′

Zi =
1

1+
nzi

∑
h=1
|U i+1

Zih
|
×Di

Zi , (3)

D
′

Zi +
nzi

∑
h=1

Di+1
Zi j ×Di

Zi , (4)

where Zi is the Zi-th node in level-i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,1 ≤ Zi ≤ q, where k is the height of the spanning tree, q
is the number of level-i nodes (including Zi), nZi is the number of immediate upstream nodes of Zi, D

′

Zi

is the time duration that Zi allocates to itself, U i+1
Zi j is the j-th upstream node of node Zi (of course, at

level(i+1)), |U i+1
Zi j | is the number of nodes in the sub-tree rooted at U i+1

Zi j and Di
Zi is the bandwidth/time

allocated to node Zi by Zi’s downstream node S. In Eqs.(2) and (3), 1 is added to take account of Zi

node. The above procedure repeats until all level-k nodes have been allocated with bandwidth/time.
For example, in Figure 3, the numbers of nodes in the sub-trees rooted at D, F, and I are 5, 3, and 4,
respectively. Thus, the bandwidth allocated to nodes D, E, and F are 5/12, 3/12, and 4/12, respectively,
of bandwidth of the BS where 12 is the number of nodes in the WSN, excluding BS.

OP code=BTA SenderID ReceverID T start
U i+1

zi j

DU i+1
Zi j

Figure 4: Format of a bandwidth/time duration allocation packet (sent by Zi to U i+1
Zi j ).

OP code=BTA SenderID ReceverID

Figure 5: Format of the bandwidth/time duration allocation acknowledge packet (sent by U i+1
Zi j to Zi ).

After level-i node Zi finishes calculating the bandwidth/time that will be allocated to level-(i+1)
nodes, it will send a bandwidth/time allocation packet (in the format shown in Figure 4) to its immediate
upstream node U i+1

Zi j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, where m is the number of upstream node of Zi. This packet consists of
five fields, including OP code, SenderID, ReceverID, T start

U i+1
zi j

, and DU i+1
Zi j

, where OP code=BTA represents

that it is a bandwidth/time allocation packet, SenderID is the level-i node Zi , ReceverID is the upstream
node in level-(i+1) (i.e., U i+1

Zi j ), and T start
U i+1

zi j

and DU i+1
Zi j

are the transmission starting time and transmission

time duration allocated to U i+1
Zi j , respectively. When receiving the bandwidth/time allocation packet,

U i+1
Zi j replies Zi with a bandwidth/time allocation reply packet, which as shown in Figure 5 consists of

three fields, including OP code, SenderID, and ReceverID, where OP code=BACK represents that it
is an allocation acknowledgement packet, SenderID is the sender node in level (i+1), i.e., U i+1

Zi j , and
ReceverID is the immediate downstream node of the sender, i.e., Zi.
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3.2.2 bandwidth/time synchronization

OP code=TSYN NodeID DR

Figure 6: Format of a time synchronization packet (sent by U i+1
Zi j to Zi).

In Set(Zi), when detecting an event, a node U i+1
Zi j wants to send packets to Zi, it first sends a time synchro-

nization packet to Zi aiming to synchronize the time between them. As shown in Figure 6, the time syn-
chronization packet consists of three fields, including OP code, node ID, and DR, where OP code=TSYN
indicates that it is a time synchronization packet, NodeID shows that an upstream node of Zi, i.e., U i+1

Zi j ,

wishes to send packets to Zi , and DR is the data rate or data flow sent by U i+1
Zi j to Zi per unit of time. At

last, the time point at which a time synchronization packet is sent by U i+1
Zi j ( U i+1

Zi j ) is denoted by T cur
U i+1

Zi j

(

T cur
U i+1

Zik

).

OP code=SACK ReceverID TZi ∆T

Figure 7: Format of a time synchronization acknowledgement packet (sent by Zi to U i+1
Zi j ).

Figure 8: Time synchronization diagram. T t i

U i+1
Zi j

= T t
U i+1

Zi j

- ∆ T, T t i

U i+1
Zik

= T t
U i+1

Zik

- ∆ T,if TZi
1

=1:30:18:001

(hour: minute: second: mini-second), TU i+1
Zi j

=1:30:17:002,then τU i+1
Zi j

> 0 ; if TZi
2

= 1:30:19:010, TU i+1
Zik

=

1:30:20:002, then τU i+1
Zi j

> 0

When Zi receives the time synchronization packet, it replies U i+1
Zi j with a time synchronization ac-

knowledgement packet, which as shown in Figure 7 consists of four fields: OP code, RecverID (i.e.,
U i+1

Zi j ), U i+1
Zi j , TZi and ∆T, where TZi as illustrated in Figure 8 represents the time when Zi receives the

time synchronization packet, ∆T is the elapsed time duration from the time point when Zi receives the
time synchronization packet to the time when it starts sending the time synchronization acknowledge-
ment packet to U i+1

Zi j , i.e., the time spent in processing the time synchronization packet and preparing the
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time synchronization acknowledgement packet. When U i+1
Zi j receives the time synchronization acknowl-

edgement packet, it records the current time as T t
U i+1

Zi j

and computes the time difference between U i+1
Zi j and

Zi, denoted by τU i+1
Zi j

, by using Eq. (5).

τU i+1
Zi j

= TZi
1

- (T cur
U i+1

Zi j

+ T t
U i+1

Zi j

- ∆T )/2 (5)

under the assumption that the bandwidths from Zi to U i+1
Zi j and vice versa are the same where the first

item on the right hand side of Eq. (5), TZi
1

, is an instance of TZi at Zi. Let

TU i+1
Zi j

= (T cur
U i+1

Zi j

+ T t
U i+1

Zi j

- ∆T)/2 (6)

which is the time point at U i+1
Zi j when the time point of Zi is TZi

1
. In general, the time difference between

U i+1
Zik and Zi, i.e., τUZk , can be computed by using Eq. (7):

τU i+1
Zik

= TZi
2

- (T cur
U i+1

Zik

+ T t
U i+1

Zik

- ∆T)/2 (7)

also under the similar assumption where TZi
2

is another instance of TZi at Zi. Let

TU i+1
Zik

= (T cur
U i+1

Zik

+ T t
U i+1

Zik

- ∆T)/2 (8)

It means at some moment of time if the time of U i+1
Zi j ( i.e., TU i+1

Zi j
) is slower than that of Zi (i.e., TZi

1
), i.e.,

TZi
1
> TU i+1

Zi j
, e.g., as shown in Figure 8, in which TZi

1
= 1:30:18:001 (hour: minute: second: mini-second)

and at the same moment TU i+1
Zi j

=1:30:17:002, then τU i+1
Zi j

> 0. On the other hand, if the time of U i+1
Zi j is

faster than that of Zi, e.q TZi
2

=1:30:19:010 and TU i+1
Zk

=1:30:20:002, τU i+1
Zi j

< 0. If τU i+1
Zi j

= 0 , the time of

Zi and that of U i+1
Zi j are synchronized. An upstream node, e.g., U i+1

Zi j , needs to calculate and record the

time difference, i.e., τU i+1
Zi j

. Then T start
U i+1

Zi j

+ τU i+1
Zi j

is the synchronized starting time of U i+1
Zi j where T start

U i+1
Zi j

is

the transmission starting time allocated to it by Zi. At last, U i+1
Zi j uses the allocated time period DU i+1

Zi j
to

send detected data packets to Zi , which in turn resends them to the BS.

3.3 Bandwidth/time adjustment phase

When a node U i+1
Zi j detects that there is an event or the end of an event, or the data rates of some of its

upstream nodes are changed, it sends a change-of-datarate packet to its downstream node Zi. As shown in
Figure 9, this packet consists of four fields, including OP code, SenderID, ReceverID, and±∆DR, where
OP code=FCH indicates change of data rate of the SenderID node (i.e., U i+1

Zi j ), ReceverID represents the
ID of the target node (i.e. Zi) of this packet, and ±∆DR shows the increment(+) or decrement(-) of the
data rate DR. When Zi receives a change-of- datarate packet from an upstream node U i+1

Zi j , if originally
ZZi j = 0, meaning the value of the ±∆DR field is a positive. If ±∆DR is negative, and after subtraction,
ZZi j ≤ 0, it means that the event detected by U i+1

Zi j or its upstream nodes has been over or handled.

When an upstream node detects an event, it estimates how many packets it is going to send per sec-
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OP code=FCH SenderID ReceverID ±∆DR

Figure 9: Format of the change-of- datarate packet (sent by U i+1
Zi j to Zi)

ond and accordingly calculates its data rate. The data rate can also be preset by the administrator of the
WSN when sensor nodes were deployed. This option can be chosen depending on the real requirements.
In the bandwidth/time adjustment phase after time synchronization, as mentioned above, for every D0

BS ,
Zi re-allocates bandwidth/time to the upstream node U i+1

Zi j and Zi itself for the Set(Zi) = Zi, U i+1
Zi1 , U i+1

Zi2

,..., U i+1
Zim , based on the data rates currently allocated to Zi and U i+1

Zi j , denoted by DRZi and DRU i+1
Zi j

,

respectively, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Generally, the adjustment is performed outward from BS until level-k nodes.

BZi j =
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Ui+1

Zi j
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DR
Ui+1

Zi j

DRZi+
m
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DR
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DR
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Zik
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∑
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Ui+1
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m
∑
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×BD (9)
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∑
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DR
Ui+1
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m
∑
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DRZi+
m
∑

k=1
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Ui+1
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m
∑
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B
′

Zi =

DRZi

DRZi+
m
∑

k=1
DR

Ui+1
Zik

×BD

DRZi

DRZi+
m
∑

k=1
DR

Ui+1
Zik

×BD+
m
∑
j=1

min(B
Ui+1

Zi j
,de f ault′

DR
Ui+1

Zi j

DRZi+
m
∑
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DR

Ui+1
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×DZi (12)

where BD(DZi) is the bandwidth (time) duration currently allocated to Zi by its downstream node D,
BZi j(B

′

Zi) is the bandwidth Zi allocated to U i+1
Zi j (to itself), DZi j(D

′

Zi) is the time duration Zi allocates to

U i+1
Zi j (to itself) according to the data rate that U i+1

Zi j (Zi) currently declares to generate, i.e., DRU i+1
Zi j

(DRZi)

, where DRU i+1
Zi j

,DRZi ≤ BD , j=1,2,...,m, and BU i+1
Zi j

,de f ault ′ is the maximum transmission bandwidth (i.e.,

the bandwidth of the NIC, also called the default bandwidth, i.e., BWdefault in Figure 1) between U i+1
Zi j

and Zi. Furthermore,

DZi = D
′

Zi +
m
∑
j=1

DZi j (13)

When Zi receives a change-of-datarate packet, in principle it needs to reallocate bandwidth for all
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nodes in Set(Zi). But to reduce loads of the network and nodes, if the variation of the total data rate
does not exceed a default threshold, e.g., 10%, no adjustment will be performed even if D0

BS expires.Zi

will postpone adjustment of bandwidth/time for its immediate upstream nodes until receiving the next
change-of- datarate packet such that the accumulative variation of data rate exceeds the threshold. After
finishing bandwidth/time duration allocation, Zi notifies its upstream nodes by sending the bandwidth/-
time duration allocation packet shown in Figure 4. Upon receiving the packet, the upstream node will
reply Zi with the bandwidth/time duration allocation reply packet shown in Figure 5 and send packets
to Zi according to the allocated bandwidth/time duration. Take the network illustrated in Figure 3 as an
example. According to Eq.(1), the BS divides an allocation time duration D0

BS , e.g., 5 minutes, into DD,
DF , and DI as shown in Figure 10 and allocates them to level-1 nodes D, F, and I, respectively. The BS
then notifies node D of the start transmission time T start

D , and its allocated time duration DD. Thus, D
can transfer packets to BS from T start

D to T last
D = (T start

D + DD). T last
D is also the time point for F to start

transfer, i.e.,T start
F = T last

D = T start
D + DD. Likewise, F is notified with the allocated time duration DF such

that the time T last
F = T start

F + DF . Time allocated to node I is calculated by the similar method. Note that
BS dose not allocate time duration to itself.

Figure 10: Time allocation diagram for nodes according to network architecture shown in Figure 3.

The method of allocating packet transmission time durations to level-2 nodes is as follows. Taking
node D in Figure 3 as an example, D allocates the time duration allocated to it, i.e., DD, to upstream
nodes C, E and D itself as DDC, DDE , and DDD, respectively. Let the time for C (E) to start transferring
packets to D be T start

C (T start
E ) . Since the allocated time duration for C (E) is DDC (DDE), the time to end

transfer for C (E) will be T last
C = T start

C + DDC(T last
E = T start

E + DDE), where T start
E = T last

C . Similarly, T start
D

= T lastt
E and T last

D = T start
D + DDD. Transfer time durations for the remaining nodes in level-1 are calculated

and allocated by the similar method. In the second cycle of time duration of D0
BS , this proposed system

as shown in Figure 10 substitutes T start
D ← T start

D + D0
BS = T last

D + DF + DI and repeats all the above
time allocation procedures again. If the spanning tree rooted at BS is called Q, and the height of Q is
k, the time to start transfer and time durations allocated to nodes in level-n, n=2,3,4,. . . k, are computed
by using the similar procedures. Also assume that in any node set, e.g., Set(Zi), a time duration Dset

Zi

required for Zi to allocate time duration to node U i+1
Zi j of the set needs to satisfy Eq.(14).

D0
BS >

(n−nlea f )−1

∑
i=0

Dset
Zi (14)

where Z0 is BS, n is the number of nodes in Q (including the BS), and nlea f is the number of leaf
nodes in Q. Since each internal node of Q needs to allocate the time duration allocated to it by its
downstream node to its upstream nodes, if the inequality in Eq. (14) is not satisfied, when D0

BS expires

10
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forcing BS to start the next bandwidth reallocation, some upstream nodes may not have synchronized.
In this case, if any unsynchronized node detects an event or needs to continue sending packets for some
former detected events, packet collision may occur.

OP code=DATA SourceID Data

Figure 11: Format of a data packet.

Figure 11 shows a data packet which is employed by nodes to send their detected environmental
data. The packet consists of three fields, including OP code, SenderID, and Data, where OP code=DATA
indicates that it is a data packet, SourceID represents ID of the source node that detects the event and
Data are the transmitted environmental data.

4 Simulation Results and Discussion

We use ns-2 as the simulation tool to evaluate TMCoS and compare it with some state-of-the-art systems,
including MUCOM [13], PCCP [21] and HCCP [18]. The specifications of our test bed are listed in
Table 2, in which the values may be changed when necessary. The sink node is located at (50, 50) of
the 100m x 100m sensing field, i.e., the center of the field. 49 sensor nodes were randomly deployed to
sense their surrounding environments and relay packets. The sink node only collects data packets sent
by other sensor nodes. Four experiments were performed in this study. The first evaluated three QoS
parameters including throughputs, end-to-end delays and packet drop rates given different packet sizes.
The second, the third and the fourth also study the three QoS parameters but given different packet rates,
and different numbers of events, and different event-lasting times, respectively.

Parameter Value
Sink node 1

Number of sensor nodes 49
Max bandwidth of a link 250Kbps = 31.25KB

Packet rate of a source node 10 pkts/sec
Packet size 1 KB/pkt

Number of events occurs 5
Event lasting time 25 sec

Table 2: Parameters of the experimental environment

4.1 The first experiment-Different Packet Sizes

In the first experiment, the given packet sizes range from 1KB to 5KB, rather than 1KB listed in Table
2. Hence, the data rates are between 10KB/sec (=10pkts/sec * 1KB/pkt) and 50KB/sec (=10pkts/sec
* 5KB/pkt). Figure 12 illustrates the throughputs for these systems. Before bandwidth of a link is
saturated, throughputs are almost proportional to packet sizes since a longer packet carries much more
data, no matter which scheme was tested. But when bandwidth is gradually saturated, i.e., when packet
size is larger than 150 KB/sec(≈31.25 KB/sec), throughputs approach toward flat. Because TMCoS does
not use the flooding prevention mechanism [13], its throughput on packet size = 5KB is not better than
that of the MUCOM. The HCCP lowers its data rate to reduce the amount of packets transmitted to the
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sink. Due to less number of packets to be delivered in a time unit, even though its channel competition
time is shorter, but throughputs are also lower than those of other tested schemes. Figure 13 shows the
end-to-end delay. It is clear that longer packets consume longer transmission time. Owing to regulating
data rates of upstream nodes when the corresponding downstream link is congested, the end-to-end delay
of TMCoS is lower than those of other tested schemes. Basically, MUCOM utilizes frequency division
approach which distributes bandwidth of a link to its upstream nodes. This will narrow the out-bandwidth
of an upstream node, consequently delaying packet transmission, especially when events intermittently
occur and data packets generated are huge and sudden. This is the reason why its delay time is longer than
that of TMCoS. From the TMCoS viewpoint, it uses TDMA to transmit data. During the allocated time
slot, the link bandwidth can be totally used by the node. So data can be quickly transferred, resulting in
shorter delay time. Figure 14 shows the packet drop rates. Basically throughputs are higher when packet
loss rates are smaller. HCCP reduces its data rates to lower the probability of packet loss. So its packet
loss rate is the lowest among the tested schemes.

Figure 12: Throughputs at the sink on different packet sizes.

Figure 13: End-to-end delays on different packet sizes.

4.2 The second experiment-Different Packet Rates

In the second experiment, the given packet rates range from 10pkts/sec to 50pkts/sec, rather than 10pk-
ts/sec listed in Table 2. Hence, the data rates are between 10KB/sec (=10pkts/sec * 1KB/pkt) and
50KB/sec (=50pkts/sec * 1KB/pkt). Figure 15 illustrates the throughputs for these tested systems. When
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Figure 14: Packet drop rates on different packet sizes.

packet rate is lower than 30KB/sec, throughputs are almost proportional to packet rates since only a small
number of packets are lost. But when bandwidth is gradually saturated, like that in the first experiment,
throughputs approach flat. Because TMCoS does not use flooding prevention mechanism, its throughput
on packet rate= 50(pkt/sec) is not better than that of the MUCOM. The reason is that when a larger
number of packets is transmitted, the probability of channel contention collision is then higher, resulting
in lower throughputs.
Figure 16 shows the end-to-end delay. When packet rates are higher, due to buffer overflow, the probabil-
ity with which a packet is dropped is also increased, causing longer packet transmission time, especially
when dropped packets need to be retransmitted. But owing to regulating upstream-node data rates, the
end-to-end delay of TMCoS is lower than those of other tested schemes.
Figure 17 shows the packet drop rates. Basically, when packet loss rates are smaller, throughputs will be
higher. HCCP as mentioned above, due to reducing packet rates, its packet loss rates are then lower than
those of other tested schemes.

Figure 15: Throughputs at the sink on different packet rates.

4.3 The third experiment-Different Numbers of Events

In the third experiment, different numbers of events, including 5,10,15,20 and 25, were given. Figure
18 illustrates the throughputs of these systems. When numbers of events increase, the throughputs are
also higher since many packets are generated and delivered per second. All tested schemes have the
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Figure 16: End-to-end delays on different packet rates.

Figure 17: Packet drop rates on different packet rates.

same phenomenon. As mentioned above, the throughput of the TMCoS on number of events = 25 is
not better than the MUCOM. But it outperforms the other schemes and the MUCOM when number of
events is less than 25. Figures 19 and 20, respectively, show the end-to-end delay and packet drop rates.
Their experimental results are similar to those of the two previous experiments. We do not redundantly
describe them here.

Figure 18: Throughputs at the sink on different numbers of occurred events.
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Figure 19: End-to-end delays on different numbers of occurred events.

Figure 20: Packet drop rates on different numbers of occurred events.

4.4 The fourth experiment- Different Event-lasting Times

In the fourth experiment, the event-lasting times range between 25 and 200 sec instead of 25 sec listed
in Table 2. When an event-lasting time is longer, since with the same packet rate, many more packets
are generated and sent per second, the probability of channel contention collision will be higher, so the
throughputs are also lower.
Figures 22 shows the end-to-end delay, as lasting time is increased, the probability of channel contention
congestion is higher, thus increasing the delay time.
Figure 23 shows the packet drop rates. HCCP as mentioned above, due to reducing packet rates, its
packet loss rates are then lower.
Figure 24 shows the difference of energy consumed by the TMCoS which is a TDMA approach, and
the MUCOM which is a FDMA scheme. It is clear that the MUCOM consumes more energy than the
TMCoS does. The reason is that with TDMA, nodes can enter their sleep mode during the time periods
out of their assigned time slots. But nodes of FDMA need to be always in their active mode. They can
enter sleep mode sometimes. But the time period is not fixed depending on how much data needed to
be delivered. Of course, the price of TDMA is that an upstream node needs to periodically synchronize
with its downstream node.

From the above experiments, we can learn that when bandwidth of a link is fixed, and transmission
capacity is high, the link will gradually be saturated, hence increasing the end-to-end delays and packet
loss rates. When many more events occur, the probability of channel contention and congestion will
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be more serious. Throughputs are then reduced. However, reducing the packet size can result in lower
probability of the channel contention and congestion. Although HCCP has a relatively low drop rate,
its throughputs are relatively low. The MUCOM disperses its data flow to neighbor nodes and adopts
congestion prevention mechanism. Its throughputs are relatively higher than those of PCCP and HCCP,
and its end-to-end delays are a little longer than those of the two schemes. From these experiments, we
dare to say that the TMCoS outperforms the other three tested schemes.

Figure 21: Throughputs at the sink.

Figure 22: Average end-to-end delays.
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Figure 23: Average packet drop rates.

Figure 24: Average energy consumption.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a time division method to solve the congestion-control problem for an event-
driven sensor network. When a node is congested, our method adjusts the duration of the time slot
allocated to this node and regulates its generated traffic to mitigate the congestion. Experimental re-
sults demonstrate that this method can effectively improve a WSN’s throughputs, shorten its end-to-end
delays and reduce its packet loss rates. In the future, we would like to develop another spanning-tree
construction algorithm to create a spanning tree which has higher performance than that of the one we
current use. It can also show which node is the bottleneck of data transmission, and regulate the traffic
transmitted by all its upstream nodes. We will further derive the TMCoS’s behavior model and reliabil-
ity model so that user can predict their behaviors and reliabilities before using it. Experimental results
above also show that the congestion prevention mechanism employed by the MUCOM can effectively
improve throughputs. So we will increase the TMCoS with this function to improve its throughputs.
These constitute our future studies.
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